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Details of Visit:

Author: PG Dawn
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 7 Sep 2015 19:30
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Cosmopolitan
Phone: 01612366307

The Premises:

Cosmopolitan faces a main street in the city centre (still a bit of roadwork so give the car a miss)
Best things include complimentary drinks, friendly reception staff and a fairly quiet ambiance (the
walls are thick enough) However, there are some minor grumbles - first off, if you are a big guy or
you have a tallish girl (like Crystal), maybe go for the VIP option (an extra fiver) because, in my
opinion, the best of the standard room's bed is not really big enough for two people to roll around
on. (Think more couch/sofa than bed and you get the idea), secondly, compared to some other
parlours in the past, the open lounge/waiting room can be a turn off as well but, overall, its worth a
visit.  

The Lady:

So Crystal is early thirties, late twenties and, yes - like another reviewer has advised, beautiful with
an alluring Irish accent. Blonde, shoulder length hair, slim build and great conversation - in fact,
although I originally booked a 1/2 an hour, I paid extra for a full hour because she's great company
and very approachable.

The Story:

Awesome, can't say much because the experience was so good, except I would highly recommend
seeing her at least once and possibly book in advance. For those who want to know, she offers
nearly all services, she does kiss. I liked her massage as well and, for those who role-play, yes, she
is game for that too. If there is anything that is a little lacking (and I mean only little because it
mattered very little), oral skills-wise, Ellie is slightly better but, overall session, Crystal is definitely
on my recommended list and, if you have the time, an hour session is definitely worth it. 
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